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Long Ju, Lei Wang , Xiao Li , Seongphill Moon, Mike Ozerov , Zhengguang Lu, Takashi Taniguchi,
Kenji Watanabe , Erich Mueller , Fan Zhang , Dmitry Smirnov , Farhan Rana & Paul L. McEuen
Correction to: Nature Communications https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-020-16844-y, published online 10 June 2020.
The original version of this Article contained errors in the Acknowledgements:
F.Z. is supported by ARO under Grant No. W911NF-18-1-0416 and NSF under Grant No. DMR-1921581 (DMREF). This was
incorrectly given as F.Z. is supported by the University of Texas at Dallas research enhancement funds.
Funding from the NSF MRSEC program (DMR-1719875) was incorrectly given as Funding from the NSF MRSEC program (DMR1120296).
This has now been corrected in both the PDF and HTML versions of the Article.
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